A relationship between the algebraic multiplicity, the geometric multiplicity and the multiplicity of A. as root of the minimal polynomial of a oomplex matrix with eigenvalue % is established.
For any complex (n,n)-matrix with eigenvalue A let m= m(/l J be the algebraic multiplicity, m -m(A) be the geometric multiplicity, and m* = m*(A.J be the multiplicity pf % as root of the minimal polynomial of the matrix. It is well known that m$ m, see e.g. Gantmacher [2] . The following theorem gives a relationship between all three multiplicities.
Theorem. m + m*-1im^mm? Proof.
Take any complex {n,n)-matrix A with eigeno ? value X e C. We consider the powers A^ = I, A^, A^,... of A^ = A -AI. The kernels of the linear transformations A*: C n C n (i = 0,1,...) are denoted by ^ and tiieir dimensions as d^. It follows that {o} = KQ cK^c Kgc ... and hence that 0 = d^ $ d1 $ d2 $ ... . As d1 = m>0, it follows that d0<d1. Note that d^ £ n for each i e {0,1,... ,n}. The smallest index i for which d^^ is greatest, is denoted by i. Then i J 1 and < d^ = di+1 = di+2 = ••• • We D°w show that 0 = dp < d^ < ... < < d^ = = ... . Direct consequenoe of Theorem 1. The above oorollary asserts that A is similar with a diagonal matrix iff m* = 1 for all eigenvalues of A (i.e. the minimal polynomial of A has only single roots). It also follows that the characteristic and the minimal polynomial are the same (except for a factor -1) iff"m « 1 for all eigenvalues of A.
